Abstract. Traditional blind source separation (BSS) technique aims to recover all source signals from their mixtures simultaneously. In many practical situations, someone is only interested in specific source signal. Here prior information called reference signal is introduced to guide signal separating process. As a result, a flexible constrained algorithm is deduced for extraction of the desired source signal exclusively. Computer simulations illustrate its validity and usefulness.
Introduction
Blind source separation (BSS) is a popular signal processing technique, which aims to recover a set of unknown mutually independent sources from their observed mixtures without information of the mixing coefficients [1] [2] [3] . In the last few years, BSS technique has been studied extensively in the domain of biomedical engineering, sonar, radar and speech enhancement [4] [5] [6] . Traditional BSS approach tries to recover all source signals simultaneously. However, in many applications especially in biomedical signal processing [6] [7] [8] , someone may be interested in only one or a very few source signals instead of all sources. For example, in EEG more than 64 sensor signals are available while only several sources (e.g. the periodically evoked brain potentials) are interesting, and the rest are regarded as interfering noises [5, 6] . Another typical example is the cocktail party problem; it is necessary to separate voices of specific person instead of separating all original sources from a large array of microphones. In such applications, traditional BSS approach is very computational demanding. Therefore, it is preferable to introduce a reliable learning algorithm so as to extract only one or a very few desired source signals, which are potentially interesting and contain useful information, from its observed mixtures. Such technique is called blind source extraction (BSE) [7] [8] [9] , which can be considered a special class of BSS technique. Compared with simultaneous BSS, BSE technique can provide more flexibility and has some potential advantages in terms of computational load.
In most cases, someone is not completely blind with signal mixtures [10] [11] [12] . In other words, he can know some prior information about the desired source signal in advance. If specific prior information is the closest one, in some sense, to the desired source signal, we call it reference signal. In this paper, we incorporate such reference about the desired source signal to guide signal separating process. As a result, a flexible method is developed which can recover the desired source signal from its mixtures exclusively. Computer simulations demonstrate its validity and usefulness.
Proposed Learning Algorithm
The mixed sensor signals 
where A is an unknown non-singular mixing matrix,
T n s t s t s t  is a vector of unknown zero-mean and unit-variance original sources and t is the time index. The original sources are assumed to be mutually independent with non-Gaussian and nonlinear autocorrelation [13] [14] [15] [16] . Without knowing the source signals and the mixing matrix, the basic problem of traditional BSS is to estimate the source signals () i st using observations of the mixtures ( ) ( 1, , ) i x t t n  and some statistical properties of original sources. In many applications, someone is only interested in one or a very few source signals. When someone wants to recover one source signal from the observed mixtures, a practical solution is as follows:
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Where w is a column vector and y(t) is a recovered source signal up to a scalar. According to the Central Limit Theorem, the distribution of a sum of independent random variables tends to a Gaussian distribution [8] [9] [10] . From (2) the recovered source signal usually has a distribution closer to Gaussian than any one source signal and becomes least Gaussian when it equals one source signal. In other words, maximizing/minimizing the non-Gaussianity of () T w x t will produce an estimation of specific source signal. A practical measure of non-Gaussianity is the following contrast function associated with negentropy [6, 8] :
Where y is the algorithm output, v is a Gaussian variable with zero mean and unit variance,  is a positive constant, and () G  can be any non-quadratic function whose useful choice is
The algorithm that maximizes the contrast function (3) has many desirable properties [11] [12] [13] . It can recover one signal which approximates to a source signal. However, the output is necessarily the desired one. When one wants to recover specific source signal, he should incorporate prior information about the desired source signal to guide the signal separating process, thus ensuring the output signal is the desired one.
In many practical applications especially in biomedical signal processing, someone can know the morphology, the phase or the occurrence time of the desired signal in advance, which is called reference signal in this paper. Here we use the reference signal to constrain the one-unit contrast function (3), thus making its output close to the reference signal as much as possible. To perform this goal, we incorporate the available reference about the desired source signal into the function (3), essentially by imposing constraints as a constrained optimization term. As a result, a flexible constrained algorithm for signal separation is deduced.
The closeness measure between the recovered signal y and its corresponding reference signal r is described as ( , ) yr  , which can take many forms [7] [8] [9] . The chosen of the closeness measure is greatly dependent on the form of reference signal and function () G  in (3). It is important to select a suitable distance, depending on the problem, as the closeness measure. Here we select (5) into the negentropy based contrast function (3), the model for separating specific source signal is obtained. The constraints of (5) can be transformed into equality ones by introducing a vector of slack variables, then the optimal solution can be deduced by the Lagrange multipliers method. Correspondingly, a Newton-like learning rule for w is derived by finding the maximum of the augmented Lagrange function [13] [14] [15] . The Lagrange multipliers are updated through the gradient ascent method. As a result, the deduced algorithm can only recover the interesting source signal concerned with the corresponding reference from the observed mixtures. Therefore, it has good flexibility and relatively low computation load in contrast to the earlier methods.
Computer Simulations
We tested the proposed algorithm with a synthetic data set of four known source signals, which was also used for testing the previous methods in [7] [8] [9] . The four original sources were depicted in Fig. 1 . They were sinusoid, funny curve, saw-tooth and impulsive noise, respectively. For simplicity, we just adopted the first 500 samples. These sources were linearly mixed by a randomly generated mixing matrix. The mixed signals were described in Fig. 2 . Obviously, the waveform of any source signal was invisible in the mixed signals. A proper reference signal is important for reference based algorithm. We purposely constructed the reference signals as coarse representations of the original sources except that the morphology of the underlying sources was precisely known. Four reference signals in Fig. 3 were constructed with sign operation to roughly give the signs of the four original sources. In fact, these reference signals only carried the same frequency and phase as the corresponding original sources. Our goal was to extract the four source signals from the mixtures shown in Fig. 2 . In these simulations, we chosed four reference signals shown in Fig. 3 in turn and performed the proposed algorithm on the signal mixtures. Typical simulation results were described in Fig. 4 
Summary
Recently, BSS technique has received much research attention in the domain of applied mathematics, neural networks and statistical signal processing. A one-unit contrast function is introduced associated with negentropy. The reference signal, which is often known in advance, is considered a constraint and incorporated into the contrast function so as to construct a constrained optimization problem. As a result, a flexible constrained algorithm is deduced for separation of a desired source signal. Simulation results have shown that the proposed method can successfully extract the desired signal which is the closest to its reference signal.
